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Overview
Important Note about Software Versions

Please note that the designation “Custom Instructions” has been transitioned to “Advanced Instructions”
beginning in Easy-Wire version 2022.3.1. Therefore, this manual uses the designation “Advanced/Custom
Instruction” in descriptions to communicate clearly with users who may see either term in the Easy-Wire
software, depending on the version being used. The screenshots in the manual continue to reflect the
designation “Custom Instructions” for the most part.
The process of licensing Advanced/Custom Instructions has also changed. In earlier versions, Custom
Instructions were licensed individually using a separate *.csl file for each station. In version 2022.3.1 and
later, Advanced Instructions are enabled as part of a station's Easy-Wire license. Furthermore, Advanced
Instructions are now enabled in groups, described below as categories, instead of individually.
Users with Custom Instruction licenses that are upgrading to version 2022.3.1 or later from an earlier
version will need to request that their new Easy-Wire license(s) include the Advanced Instructions
previously enabled by their Custom Instruction license(s). The process of importing a new or updated
Easy-Wire license is documented in the CH2 User Manual and in the Easy-Wire Help under the topic
License Manager. A short video of the process is also available on YouTube.
Finally, users upgrading from older versions of Easy-Wire to version 2022.3.1 and later will notice minor
changes in the Advanced Instructions programming interface.

Introduction

CH2 Advanced/Custom instructions provide you with more flexibility and control over the Cirris® CH2
tester than the standard test instructions included with the Easy-Wire™ software. You have full control of
the voltage and current used in a test. Advanced/Custom Instructions also allow you to use a wide range
of external instruments that expand the capabilities of your CH2 test system. Some Advanced/Custom
instructions allow the CH2 tester to emulate other test equipment in the marketplace. These instructions
have all the benefits of the standard Easy-Wire commands: measured values, custom reporting,
import/export, and Easy-Wire editor and test interfaces.
With the added capability and flexibility of CH2 Advanced/Custom instructions comes the increased
likelihood of errors in the test setup. We suggest that the person using these Advanced/Custom
instructions be skilled setting electrical test parameters and have a technical electrical background.
A few basic CH2 Advanced/Custom Instructions come with the Easy-Wire software but most are available
when you purchase a license file for CH2 Advanced/Custom Instructions. In order to get the latest
Advanced/Custom instructions, you will likely need to install a current version of the Easy-Wire software.
Your Cirris sales representative can help you with both upgrading Easy-Wire software and obtaining a
license file for Advanced/Custom Instructions.
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Check your software version

Check the version of your Easy-Wire
software on the Easy-Wire Main
Menu.
You can find the current version of
the software listed on the Cirris
Easy-Wire software web page.

Install the License File (version 2021.3.1 and earlier)

When using Easy-Wire versions 2021.3.1 and earlier, accessing most Custom Instructions
requires a separate license file. The name of the license file includes a customer code and
the station ID and uses a filename extension of “.csl.” The file is provided by email after the
purchase of Advanced/Custom Instructions.
Copy the license file to the same folder that your Easy-Wire.exe resides. This will be: “C:\Program
Files\Cirris\easywire” for 32 bit Windows, or “C:\Program Files (x86)\Cirris\easywire” for 64 bit Windows.
Note: The location “Program Files (x86)” will not exist unless your operating system is 64 bit.

Update the Easy-Wire License (version 2022.3.1 and later)

When using Easy-Wire versions 2022.3.1 and later, Advanced Instructions are enabled as part of the
Easy-Wire license. If Advanced Instructions are purchased with a new system, the license file provided
will include access to the purchased instructions. If Advanced Instructions are purchased for an existing
system, the license will need to be updated to enable the purchased instructions. The process of
importing a new license file or an updated license file is identical. The process is documented in the
tester’s user manual and in the Easy-Wire Help under the License Manager topic. A video showing the
process is also available on YouTube.
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Categories
Tester Based (licensed as a group)

Tester-Based Advanced Instructions work with the tester’s standard hardware to expand the system’s test
and measurement capabilities.

Common
All CH2 users have access to Advanced/Custom Instructions in this subcategory.
•
•
•
•

Comment Response - Programmable operator inquiry. A "Yes" response produces a pass
condition. A "No" or "Abort" response produces a failure.
Comment with Input Response - Programmable operator inquiry for which a response can, but
need not, be required. When a response is required, any response results in a pass while no
response results in a failure.
User Information - Displays a programmable message to the test operator. To continue the test,
the operator must click "OK."
Show in Error Report on Fail - Includes programmable text in the Error Details section of the
Test Report if the test instruction immediately preceding fails.

CH2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Verification (all CH2 users have access to this instruction) - Used in tester performance
verification. See the CH2 Performance Verification Manual for information about the performance
verification process.
Zero Ohm (all CH2 users have access to this instruction) - Used in tester performance
verification. See the CH2 Performance Verification Manual for information about the performance
verification process.
Ebox Zero Ohm (all CH2 users have access to this instruction) - Used in E-Box performance
verification. See the CH2 User Manual for information about the E-Box verification process.
Advanced Zero Ohm (all CH2 users have access to this instruction) - Performs a zero ohm
verification with additional parameters. See the CH2 Performance Verification Manual for
information about the performance verification process.
Compliance Limited 2-Wire Resistance - Performs a 2-wire resistance measurement using a
specified current from 10nA - 1A and compliance voltage from 10mV - 10V. Measurement range
from 0.1 Ω - 25 MΩ.
Compliance Limited 4-Wire Resistance - Performs a 4-wire resistance measurement using a
specified current from 20nA - 2A and compliance voltage from 10mV - 10V. Measurement range
from 1 mΩ - 10 MΩ.
Forward and Reverse 2-Wire Resistance - Can be used to eliminate thermal coupling effects
from resistance measurements. Similar to the Compliance Limited 2W Resistance Advanced
Instruction, except that the tester applies the source current in both the forward and reverse
directions, measures the resistance in both conditions, then averages the two measurements to
return one resistance result.
Forward and Reverse 4-Wire Resistance - Similar to the 2-wire version except performs a 4wire measurement.
Measure Capacitance - Measures the capacitance between two points with a specified
acceptance range and a programmable tare value.
Measure Total Capacitance - Similar to Measure Capacitance above, except measures the
capacitance between a specified point and all other test points in the DUT.
Measure Diode Voltages - Similar to the standard Easy-Wire Diode instruction except it allows
the user to specify the test current and increases the voltage measurement range from 2.5 volts
for the standard instruction to 10 volts. Includes forward and reverse acceptance parameters.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Measure Voltage - Measures the voltage between two points up to a maximum of 10 volts. Test
passes if the measurement is within specified low and high limits. If required, an optional external
meter can be used instead to extend the measurement range.
Measure Probed Resistance - Tests continuity with the standard probe using a programmable
pass/fail threshold.
Measure 4-Wire Probed Resistance - Measures a probed resistance using test points
configured for 4-wire testing on both sides of the measurement with one side acting as the probe
device.
Disable Shorts Test - Disables the low voltage shorts test which normally occurs after all test
instructions have been completed and before high voltage testing.
Two-Point Low Voltage Isolation Test - Performs a low voltage isolation test between two
specified points.
Bulk Low Voltage Isolation Test - Performs a low voltage isolation test between a specified
point and (a) all other points, (b) all lower points, (c) all upper points, or (d) all points other than
those in the net to which the specified point belongs.
Bulk Low Voltage Isolation Test with Search - Same as the Bulk Low Voltage Isolation Test
except in the case of a failure a search is performed to identify the point/net to which the failure
occurred.
Two-Point High Voltage Isolation Test - Performs a high voltage isolation test between two
specified points.
Bulk HV Isolation Test - Performs a high voltage isolation test between a specified point and (a)
all other points, (b) all lower points, (c) all upper points, or (d) all points other than those in the net
to which the specified point belongs.
Bulk HV Isolation Test with Search - Same as the Bulk HV Isolation Test except in the case of
a failure a search is performed to identify the point/net to which the failure occurred.
Measure Transformer Secondary - Tests for the presence and basic functionality of a
transformer by applying an AC low voltage on the primary windings while measuring the AC
output voltage on the secondary windings.
Measure Optocoupler Receiver - Used to functionally test optocouplers or fiber optic links with a
photo diode as the light source and light sensitive transistor as the test device.
External Two-Point High Voltage Isolation Test - For use on CH2-xHV or CH2-xHVC systems,
performs a high voltage isolation test between two points using the specified external supply type.
External Bulk HV Isolation Test - For use on CH2-xHV or CH2-xHVC systems, performs a high
voltage isolation test using the specified external supply type between a point and (a) all other
points, (b) all lower points, (c) all upper points, or (d) all points other than those in the net to which
the specified point belongs.
External Bulk HV Isolation Test with Search - Same as the External Bulk HV Isolation Test
except in the case of a failure a search is performed to identify the point/net to which the failure
occurred.

External Meter (licensed as a group)
External meters can be used to expand the measurement capabilities and/or to increase measurement
accuracy. Meters are programmed in the Easy-Wire user interface and switched through the CH2 test
point matrix. Results are returned to the Easy-Wire software, are used in pass/fail determinations and
measurements are available to include in reports. Due to its high speed and reliability, a GPIB interface
is typically used for communication with meters, but an RS-232 interface may also be used.

Source Meter
•
•
•
•

Keithley 2400 SourceMeter
Keithley 2410 SourceMeter
Keithley 2420 SourceMeter
Keithley 2425 SourceMeter
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•
•
•
•
•

Keithley 2430 SourceMeter
Keithley 2440 SourceMeter
Keithley 2450 SourceMeter
Keithley 2470 SourceMeter
Keithley 36234 SourceMeter

LCR Meter
•
•

Keysight / Agilent 4263 LCR Meter
Keysight E4980A LCR Meter

Digital Multimeter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keysight / Agilent 34401
Keysight / Agilent 34410
Keysight / Agilent 34411
Keysight / Agilent 34420
Keysight / Agilent 34450
Keysight / Agilent 34460
Keysight / Agilent 34461

Power Supply (licensed as a group)

Programmable power supplies can be used with the CH2's optional External Energization capability to
provide programmable voltages up to 60 volts DC / 2 amps maximum current. External Energization is
used to actuate devices in the product being tested under program control. For example, relays can be
actuated and their expected change in state tested. The External Energization capability can be equipped
with a fixed voltage supply, however, the programmable supply gives the user the flexibility to power
devices that require different voltages.
•
•

Keysight / Agilent 3645
SCPI Compliant Power Supply
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Adding an Advanced/Custom Instruction to a Test Program
To add an Advanced/Custom
instruction:
1. From the Easy-Wire Main
Menu, either edit or create a
new test program

2. In Easy-Wire versions
2021.3.1 and earlier: Under
the Define Instructions Tab,
select CUSTOM in the drop
down list and click Add
Instruction.
Note: You can also use the
Add Multiple or Add
Sequence Buttons. Click the
Easy-Wire help on this page
for more information.
In Easy-Wire versions
2022.3.1 and later: Under the
Define Instructions Tab, select
ADVANCED (CUSTOM) in
the drop down list and click
Add Instruction.

3. In Easy-Wire version 2021.3.1
and earlier: After selecting a
Custom Instruction you are
presented with this “Custom
Instruction” Window.
You first select Category of the
Advanced/Custom Instruction you
want to insert, and then select the
Advanced/Custom instruction from
that category.
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In Easy-Wire version 2022.3.1
and later: After selecting
Advanced (Custom), expand a
category or multiple categories to
view available instructions.
Selecting an instruction displays its
license status (Free, Purchased, or
Unpurchased) and provides a brief
description.
Depending on the instruction,
select Edit Parameters if available
or follow the directions below to
specify the Source Point and Sink
Point and the Between Points
option as requested. Some
Advanced Instructions only
require that a Source Point be
specified while others will define
the point(s) to be selected in
terminology specific to the
instruction.

Advanced/Custom Instructions are grouped by categories. For example, all the instructions available for
one type of external instrument are grouped as a category. The “Common” and “Cirris CH2” categories
come with the Easy-Wire software. Additional categories are added to the list when you purchase a
license file.
After choosing the particular test instruction,
other selections appear in the
Advanced/Custom Instruction window.
In this example, this particular
Advanced/Custom Instruction requires you
enter two test points.
When an Advanced/Custom Instruction
requires you enter two points this Between
Points selection is presented. This selection
will be explained in the next section.
Typically, the Edit Parameters button will
appear in the window. You will use this
button to setup the details of the test
instruction.
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After selecting connector information and
selecting Edit Parameters,
you can click Try It to test the
Advanced/Custom Instruction with the
device to be tested connected to the tester.
Once you are satisfied with the custom/
advanced Instruction, click OK.

* If you are using an Advanced/Custom instruction to control an external instrument, Try it will not work until
you correctly set up the external instrument and use an Attach Instruction to establish communication with
the external instrument. These steps will be documented in the following pages.

Between Points Resistance Setting
Some of the Advanced/Custom
instructions allow you to setup a
measurement between two test
points.
When this is the case, you will see the
“Between Points” setting.

To understand this selection, one must understand that Cirris cable testers perform an automatic low
voltage shorts test between DUT nets that should not have a direct connection. This automatic shorts
test can be turned off using the Advanced/Custom instruction Disable Shorts Test. However, typically the
automatic shorts test is left on.
When the shorts test is enabled you must make a selection to determine how the shorts test will look at
any measured resistance between the two specified points. Note with many Advanced/Custom
instructions, the two points will have a resistance between them because of an electrical component.
If Allow Resistances > Wire Instruction Resistance is checked:
The shorts test will pass a resistance between the points specified only if the resistance is above the
resistances used for the wire instructions in the test. Use this option if the resistance between the points
is above that of wire instructions in the test program.
If Allow Shorts (All Resistances) is checked:
The shorts test will pass any resistance between the specified points. Use this option if the resistance
between the points is below that of wire instructions in the test program.
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External Instruments
Overview

Many CH2 Advanced/Custom Instructions can be used with test instruments that are external to the CH2
tester. The two types of external instruments that can be used are measuring devices and programmable
power supplies. Varying measuring devices can measure complex components in your test and provide
greater accuracy. Power supplies allow you to power components in your test. More than one external
instrument can be connected to the CH2 test system. You can purchase external instruments from their
manufacturer or you can purchase them through Cirris. If you have an external instrument that is
currently not supported with Advanced/Custom instructions, call Cirris for assistance.

Limitations of External Instruments
In the picture at right an external
instrument is connected to the scanner
expansion chassis of a two-chassis
system. The CH2 tester allows you to
use an external instrument only with the
chassis to which they are connected.
Therefore, in this case, the external
instrument can make measurements
with the test points of the scanner
expansion chassis, not with the test
points of the base chassis.

scanner
expansion
chassis

base
chassis

In this case the LCR meter cable is connected to a 320
point system. Typically, LCR meters are used with low
(160 or 320) point systems to ensure accuracy of the
capacitance measurement.
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Supported measurement devices
The entire Keithley 2400
SourceMeter® series

These instruments are called SourceMeters® because they
combine a digital voltmeter with a precision voltage-current
source. The 2400 SourceMeters® can address difficult tasks such
as measuring breakdown voltages, leakage currents, and very
high resistance values.
SourceMeter is a registered trademark of Keithley Instruments.

Keithley 6487 Picoammeter

This model only supports 2-wire testing with the Cirris CH2.

Agilent 34401A DMM

Agilent
34410A DMM

These digital multi-meters provide high accuracy voltage, current,
and resistance measurements. Both of these multi-meters have
the same functions as the CH2 with greater accuracy and
precision. The 34410 DMMs can also make capacitance
measurements.

Agilent E4980A LCR Meter

Agilent 4263B LCR Meter

These LCR meters provide high accuracy inductance and
capacitance measurements. They can also measure resistance.
These meters should be used with a CH2 tester with the fewest
possible points to increase the measurement accuracy.

Supported power supplies
Any SCPI Compliant Power Supply
such as:
Agilent E3645A

These power supplies are used with the CH2 Energization Box (EBox), which allows you to actuate and energize lamps and LED
lights in a test. They are also useful for testing assemblies that
contain two or more different voltage relays, and testing
parameters that require variable voltages, such as relay pull-in
voltages and drop-out voltages. They allow you to set any voltage
from 0 to 60 VDC and both can be programmed to change voltage
during a test.

Agilent 6674A
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To connect instruments to a CH2 System you need a:
National Instruments
GPIB to USB Adapter*
Cirris P/N: 60-50021

You can purchase this cable from National Instruments (ni.com).
Other makes of GPIB to USB adapters will not work.
NI model #: GPIB-USB-HS+
NI Part Number: 783368-01
With some test equipment you can use a serial or null modem
cable, however, this typically requires a USB to serial converter,
limits test speed and allows only one external instrument to be
connected to the CH2 system. Call Cirris for more information if
you want to pursue this option.

Depending on the external instrument you use, you will need a Cirris interface
cable:
Keithley/Agilent Meter Cable
Cirris P/N: 80-50014

SCPI Power Supply Cable
Cirris P/N: 80-50025

Agilent LCR Meter
Cirris P/N: 84-50027

Use for Keithley 2400 SourceMeter® series, Agilent 34401A
and 34410A DMM

Use for Agilent E3645A, Agilent 6674A, or any other SCPI
Compliant Power Supply

Use for Keysight (Agilent) E4980A or Keysight (Agilent) 6674A
LCR Meters
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If you are connecting multiple external instruments you also need a:
IEEE-488 GPIB Cable

This will connect from one external instrument to
another. A shielded or unshielded cable will work.

Connecting External Instruments to the CH2

The following steps illustrate how to connect one or more external instruments to a CH2 tester. Your
CH2 tester should already be set up, if not first see the CH2 Getting Started Guide.

Setup the GPIB to USB Adapter
1. Install the GBIB software on the computer that will
control the CH2 tester.

2. Plug the GPIB to USB adapter into a USB port on
the computer that controls the CH2 tester.

3. Plug and secure the other end into the GPIB
connector on the external instrument.

If you were connecting more than one external
instrument, connect the GPIB cable to the
external instrument, then connect the GPIB
adapter as shown.
GPIB Cable

To another
external instrument

GPIB to USB
Adapter
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Grounded Power to the External
Instrument
Make sure to plug the external instrument into a
grounded power outlet. Ideally, plug it into the same
grounded power strip or outlet as the CH2 test
system.

To Complete the Setup
See the correct heading below or on the next page corresponding to your test equipment.

To connect a Keithley 2400 series SourceMeter®, Agilent 34401A, or Agilent
34410A:
Supported Keithley 2400 Series SourceMeters include the Keithley 2400, 2410, 2430, and 2450.

1. Connect the Cirris Keithley/Agilent Meter
Cable (Cirris P/N: 80-50014) to your meter
4-wire terminals as shown.

Force Hi
Sense Hi

Force Lo

Sense Lo

2. Use a small Phillips screw driver to securely
connect the Euro DIN connector of the Cirris
Keithley/Agilent Meter Cable to your Cirris
CH2 tester.
Note: The Euro DIN connector can be
located on any CH2 scanner position. Many
people connect the connector to the last
most connector to keep it out of the way.
Euro DIN connector
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To connect Agilent E4980A or Agilent 6674A LCR Meters:
`

1. Connect the BNC connector block of the
Agilent LCR Meter Cable (Cirris P/N:
84-50027) to the BNC connectors of the
LCR meter. The BNC connector block
can be plugged on in either orientation.
BNC connector
block
2. Connect the Euro DIN connector of this
cable to the CH2 tester as shown.
Note: The Euro DIN connector can be
located on any CH2 scanner position.
Many people connect the connector to
the last most connector to keep it out of
the way.

Euro DIN
connector

To connect an Agilent E3645A, Agilent 6674A, or any other SCPI compliant
power supply
1. Connect the Cirris SCPI Power Supply
Cable (Cirris P/N: 80-50025) to your
power supply 4-wire output terminals as
shown.

+ sense
(blue)
+ force
(black)

- force
(black)
- sense
(blue)

2. Connect other end of the Cirris SCPI
Power Supply to your Energization unit
input as shown. The Energization unit
should be connected to your CH2 tester
with a box-to-box cable (see
Energization Box manual for more
information).
energization
unit input
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Setting up Communication in the External Instrument

You need to setup the communication parameters in the external instrument. Following are a few notes to
aid you in setting the GBIB communication settings on some commonly used meters. If these notes are
insufficient, see the user manual for the External Instrument.
When you select the GBIB communication setting you will also select a GBIB address. Note this GBIB
address as you will need to match it later on a CH2 Instruction that uses the Advanced/Custom Instruction.
If you are using more than one external instrument with the CH2 system, make sure to set each external
instrument to a unique GBIB address.
Keithley 2400 Meter
• Press Menu. Use side button arrow until the display says COMMUNICATION, then press ENTER.
• If the meter was previously in serial mode, the meter will reset. If this is the case, again press Menu,
side arrow to COMMUNICATION, then ENTER.
• Press up or down button to select the desired address, then press ENTER. Press side arrow to select
SCPI, press ENTER and EXIT.
Agilent 4263B LCR Meter
• Press the blue button, then the button with the blue Adrs above it.
• Use the arrow buttons to select desired GBIB address, then press Enter.
HP/Agilent 34401A Meter
• Press the blue Shift button, then Menu On/Off button. Use > arrow button to find the E: I/O MENU, then
press down arrow. Use > arrow button to select HP-IB, then press down arrow.
• Use side, up and down arrows to select the desired GBIB address, then press Enter button to save
the changes.
Agilent E3645A Power Supply
• Press the I/O Config button, then use the main adjustment knob to select GBIB / 488 on the display.
• Again, press the I/O Config button. Use the main adjustment knob to select the desired GBIB
address, then press I/O Config again to save the configuration.
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Setting up Communication in the CH2

In each test program that uses the external instrument, you need to define how the external instrument is
connected to the CH2 tester. You will do this by first setting up a connector type that identifies the
connector connecting the external instrument to the CH2 tester.

To definine the connector type for the external instrument:
From the Easy-Wire main menu,
create a new test program,
or highlight the test program you wish to
add an instruction to and click Edit.

2. Open the “Define Connectors” tab.
Use the scroll bar or search box to find
“External Instrument-16” connector from
the Connector Library list.
Select this connector type,
and click Add Selected Connector.
Note: If you do not see the External Instrument-16 adapter, contact your Cirris support representative to
receive the connector type file to import. To import the connector type file, from the main menu, click
Connector Registry, click the Connectors tab, and then click Import Library.

3. Select the “External Instrument-16”

connector line from the list of connectors
used in the test,
and click Edit.

4. Give the connector a new reference name,
for example M1 as shown,

and check the “Pins in connector are
4-wire pins” box.
Note: You need to check the “Pins in
connector are 4-wire pins” box even if you
are doing 2 wire measurements with your
external instrument.
Now you need to “attach” the pins of the the External Instrument-16 connector type so the tester knows
how these pins map to the tester’s test points.
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To attach the connector for the external instrument:

1. Open the “Attach Connectors” tab,
select “External Instrument-16” from the
list,
and click Attach Selected without using
Probe.

2. Enter the first system test point for your

external instrument connector. In
example here, the first system point of the
connector is 609. See how we computed
this below.

Example:
There are 19 connectors before the
external instrument connector. Since each
connector contains 32 points, there are
608 (19 x 32) system points before the
connector that is connected to the
external instrument. Therefore, in this
example, the first system test point of the
external instrument connector starts on
point 609.
19 connectors
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The pins in the “External Instrument-16”
connector are attached as four-wire points.
Every odd numbered pin has a
corresponding adjacent even numbered
four-wire mating point.

3. Click OK to accept each of the odd

numbered pins in the External Instrument16 connector. After you click OK for the
last pin, the dialog box disappears. The
connector is attached.

Setting up an Attach Advanced/Custom Instruction
Whenever you use the external instrument in a test program, you must use an “attach Advanced/Custom
instruction” before using other external instrument Advanced/Custom instructions. The attach
Advanced/Custom instruction tells the tester how pins from the CH2 external instrument connector are
wired or mapped to the connections on the external instrument.
There is both a 2-wire and 4-wire Advanced/Custom attach instruction. If you want to use a 2-wire test
instruction, you must use a 2-wire attach instruction first in test program. Likewise, if you want to use a 4wire test instruction, you must first use a 4-wire attach instruction in test program. Pins 25 and 27 of the
external instrument connector are used for the 4-wire attach instruction. Pins 29 and 31 are used for 2wire attach instruction.
WARNING! If you are using the External Instrument Cable from Cirris (see page 7), include both
the 2-wire AND the 4-wire instructions to the test program. Add both instructions even if you are
not performing 4-wire testing. If the 4-wire instruction is not included, the hipot portion of the test
could damage your meter. For further questions or concerns, contact Cirris.

To set up an attach instruction:

1. In the “Define Instructions” tab of

the “Test Program Editor.” Click
the instruction drop down box, and
select Advanced/Custom.

2. Click Add Instruction.
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3. Select the name of your external

instrument in the “Advanced/Custom
Instruction Category” field.

4. Select either Attach 2 Wire or Attach 4
Wire as your first instruction.

If you want to use a 2-wire test instruction
later in your test program, you must use
an Attach 2-Wire instruction first in test
program. Likewise, if you want to use a 4wire test instruction, you must first use a
Attach 4-wire instruction. Some test
instructions require both an Attach 2 Wire
and Attach 4 Wire test instruction.

5. If you select “Attach 2 Wire”, select
the reference for the External
Instrument-16 connector, select Pins
29 and 31,
then click Edit Parameters.
If you selected “Attach 4 Wire”,
select the reference for the External
Instrument-16 connector, select Pins
25 and 27, and click Edit Parameters.
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6. In this dialogue box select GPIB and

the address you previously selected on
your external instrument,

then click OK in this dialogue box and
OK again to exit and save the
Advanced/Custom instruction.

Remember: You must use the “Attach 2-wire” or “Attach 4-wire” at the beginning of a test program so that
you can use corresponding 2 or 4-wire Advanced/Custom instructions for an external instrument.
Helpful hint: Inserting both the “Attach 2-wire” and “Attach 4-wire” instruction at the beginning of a test
program is a good practice, allowing you to use any test instruction later in your test program.

Advanced/Custom Instruction for Specific External Instruments
Having inserted attach instructions for an external instrument at the beginning of your test program, you
can insert other Advanced/Custom instructions for the external instrument. You may also insert
Advanced/Custom instructions from the Common and CH2 Test Instruction Categories documented in the
following pages. For information on the Advanced/Custom instructions for the meter you are using see
the following pages:

Keithley SourceMeter Advanced/Custom
Instructions …….. Page 35
Agilent LCR Meter Advanced/Custom
Instructions ………… Page 40
Power Supply Advanced/Custom
Instructions………………. Page 41
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Common Advanced/Custom Instructions
“Common” is a category of Advanced/Custom Instructions. These Advanced/Custom instructions come
free with the current Easy-Wire software and are available to all CH2 users. There are two Common
Advanced/Custom Instructions, “Comment Response” and “User Information”, described in detail below.

Comment Response

Comment Response allows you to
enter a question that will be posed to
the operator during the test. When
prompted with the question as shown
at right, the operator can click Yes,
No, or Abort. If the operator clicks
Yes, the test instruction will pass.
Clicking No will fail the test instruction,
but will allow other test instructions to
complete. In this instance the test will
complete if test mode is set to Single
Test. Clicking abort allows the
operator to immediately stop and exit
the test.

User Information

User Information allows you to enter
information such as a reminder or task
for the operator to perform. During the
test, the information will be displayed
for the operator in a message box as
shown. To Continue the operator
must click “OK”.
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Cirris CH2 Advanced/Custom Instructions
“Cirris CH2” is a category of Advanced/Custom Instructions. These test instructions require no external
instruments to make test measurements. Some of the test instructions in this category allow the CH2
tester to emulate other test equipment in the marketplace.

Compliance Limited 2W Resistance

This test instruction is almost identical to the Compliance Limited 4W Resistance test instruction with a
few exceptions. With Compliance Limited 2W Resistance, source current is limited from 10 nanoamps to
1 amp. A standard 2-wire connection is made to the device under test. See the Cirris Website for the
differences between 2 and 4-wire Resistance testing. See the Compliance Limited 4W Resistance below
for more information.

Compliance Limited 4W Resistance

To determine the resistance of a wire or resistor the tester applies a known current. With the applied
current, the tester measures voltage drop to determine a resistance measurement. With normal wire and
component instructions the CH2 auto selects the source current in order to sense a voltage as large as
possible but not more than 2.5 volts to measure resistances. With the compliance limited instruction, the
tester allows you to specify the source current. The compliance voltage is the maximum voltage the
tester can apply while attempting to make the resistance measurement.
If hipot is used during the test of the DUT, both points included in the Compliance Limited Instruction are
sourced or sunk simultaneously during hipot, ensuring that no current or voltage is placed across the
points.
Compliance Voltage
The compliance voltage may be set from 100 millivolts to 10 volts. The tester will not allow voltage to rise
above the compliance voltage when the source current is applied to make the resistance measurement.
Choose a compliance voltage that is safely below (or in compliance with) the DUT test specifications and
measurement tolerances. If source current is set to greater than 10mA, the minimum compliance voltage
is 1 volt.
Source Current
The source current may be set from 20 nanoamps to 2 amps. The tester will attempt to apply the current
across the specified test points. Use ohms law to determine an adequate source current setting at the
given compliance voltage. Higher current will cause a higher voltage drop in the resistance
measurement. If compliance voltage is set at less than one volt, you cannot set the source current higher
than 10mA.
Dwell Time
In the context of this Advanced/Custom instruction, dwell time refers to the time that the tester applies the
source current before making the resistance measurement. The dwell period allows the reading to settle.
Dwell can be set from 10 milliseconds to 10 seconds. If set to zero, the tester will automatically adjust the
dwell until a stable reading is obtained with a maximum dwell time of 50 milliseconds.
NPLC
NPLC stands for number of power line cycles. In the US and other countries AC line frequencies are at
60 hertz meaning one power line cycle equates to 16.67 milliseconds. European and other countries use
50 hertz line power where one power line cycle equates to 20 milliseconds. The NPLC setting allows you
to set the measurement period (which occurs after the dwell period) in number of power line cycles. The
tester will average the measurements made throughout the measurement period specified by NPLC
value. Specifying a larger value for test time will result in higher measurement stability and repeatability.
Long cables, long fixturing, and measuring higher DUT resistances create more susceptibility to AC noise
affecting the measurement reading. NPLC may be entered in terms of the actual cycles or kilocycles.
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The maximum allowed value for NPLC equates to two minutes: 7.2 k at 60 hertz or 6 k at 50 hertz. With
NPLC set to 0, the tester will take a very fast measurement with no averaging.
Measurement Low Limit
If desired you can enable a measurement low resistance limit. If the measured resistance is below the
measurement low limit, the Advanced/Custom instruction will fail.
Measurement High Limit
If desired you can enable a measurement high resistance limit. If the measured resistance is above the
measurement high limit, the Advanced/Custom instruction will fail.
Tare Value
Since 4-wire fixturing accurately removes the effect of fixturing resistance, use this setting to subtract
resistance in that portion of the fixturing that is not 4-wire.
For more information see Fixture Tare Values in Easy-Wire help.

Forward and Reverse 2W Resistance

The Forward and Reverse 2W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction can be used to eliminate thermal
couple effects from resistance measurements. This Advanced/Custom instruction is similar to the
Compliance Limited 2W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction, which allows the CH2 tester to apply a
fixed source current and sense the resulting voltage drop to calculate the DUT resistance. The Forward
and Reverse 2W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction differs in that the tester applies the source
current in both the forward and reverse direction, measures the resistance in both scenarios, and then
averages these two measurements to return one resistance measurement.
Cable assemblies may have connections with dissimilar metals that cause minor thermocouple effects.
When the tester applies a source current to make these measurements, the voltage that is measured to
compute resistances in the DUT may include up to a few millivolts from thermoelectric effects.
Thermoelectric voltage errors are averaged out using this instruction. Therefore, use this instruction to
obtain the most accurate and repeatable resistance measurement possible with the Cirris CH2 tester.
See also the Compliance Limited 4W Resistance on page 22 for a description of the parameters for this
test instruction.
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Forward and Reverse 4W Resistance

The Forward and Reverse 4W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction is used to make accurate and
repeatable 4-wire measurements in the presence of thermoelectric effects. This Advanced/Custom
instruction is almost identical to the Compliance Limited 4W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction,
which allows the CH2 tester to apply a source current to one test point and sense voltage on another
point to measure resistance. The Forward and Reverse 4W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction
differs in that the tester applies the source current in both the forward and reverse direction, measures the
resistance in both scenarios, and then averages these two measurements to return one resistance
measurement.
See the Forward and Reverse 2W Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction for more information.

Measure Capacitance

The Measure Capacitance Advanced/Custom instruction allows you to measure the capacitance between
two test points. If the measured capacitance is within the specified limit range, the Advanced/Custom
instruction will pass; if not it will fail.
The Measure Capacitance Advanced/Custom instruction is similar to the Capacitor Advanced/Custom
instruction, but also gives you the capability of entering a Capacitance Tare value for the measurement.
This tare value allows you to negate the capacitance in fixturing. To compute the fixture capacitance,
connect the fixturing to the tester, but do not connect the DUT to the fixturing. Click Try It to see the
measured capacitance of the fixturing by itself. Use the Try It measured value for your capacitance tare
value. The Measure Capacitance Advanced/Custom instruction also allows you to enter capacitance high
and low limits, rather than a capacitance tolerance as you would with the Capacitor Advanced/Custom
instruction.

Measure Total Capacitance

The Measure Total Capacitance Advanced/Custom instruction allows you measure the capacitance from
one test point to all other test points in the DUT. If the measured capacitance is within the specified limit
range, the Advanced/Custom instruction will pass; if not it will fail.
This Advanced/Custom instruction allows you to enter a Capacitance Tare value to negate the
capacitance in test fixturing. To compute capacitance due to fixturing, connect the fixturing to the tester,
but do not connect the DUT to the fixturing. Click Try It to see the measured capacitance of the fixturing
by itself. Use this value for your capacitance tare value.
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Attach Optocoupler Transmitter
Measure Optocoupler Receiver

You can use Attach Optocoupler Transmitter and Measure Optocoupler Receiver together to test
optocouplers and fiber optic assemblies. The diagram below shows an optocoupler symbol which we will
use for explanation.

These Advanced/Custom instructions will test the opto coupler in both the off and on states. A current
source is applied to the receiver Hi point (pin 4 above) with the receiver Lo point (pin 3) sunk to ground.
With no power applied to the transmitter, the voltage drop across the off receiver should be high. If the
measured voltage is below the enabled low limit, the Advanced/Custom instruction will fail. The tester
then applies a selected transmitter source current to the transmitter Hi point (point 1) and sinks transmitter
Lo point (point 2). In this “on” scenario the selected current flows through the receiver. Voltage drop
across the photo transistor receiver should be relatively low. If above the enabled high limit, the
Advanced/Custom instruction will fail.
One Attach Optocoupler Transmitter Advanced/Custom instruction must be paired with one Measure
Optocoupler Receiver Advanced/Custom instruction for each optocoupler or opto transceiver–receiver
paired device. The paired Measure Optocoupler Receiver Advanced/Custom instruction must follow the
Attach Optocoupler Transmitter on the next line in the Advanced/Custom instruction list. When using this
Advanced/Custom instruction, the Attach Optocoupler Transmitter dialog box will allow you to select only
certain test points referred to as CH2 Bus 1 points. Likewise, only test points referred to as CH2 Bus 2
test points can be used with the Measure Optocoupler Receiver Advanced/Custom instruction. The
Attach Optocoupler Transmitter Dialog Box is show below.

Bus 1 points in the Optocoupler
Transmitter dialog box

Bus 1 and Bus 2 points are intermingled on the interface connectors of the CH2 in a checkerboard pattern
as shown in the diagram below.
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Important when constructing opto fixturing
When constructing fixturing ensure that both fixture wires from an opto transmitter run to CH2 Bus 1
points. In a like manner make sure that both fixture wires from an opto receiver run to CH2 Bus 2 points.
Once you have identified Bus 1 and Bus 2 test points using the Attach Optocoupler Transmitter and
Measure Optocoupler Dialog boxes, you can use Probe Points at the bottom of the Test Program Editor
to identify these Bus 1 and Bus 2 points on the ends of your fixturing wires.
Testing the opto test setup
Once you have setup your opto instructions and created your fixturing you can test the test setup. At the
bottom of the Attach Optocoupler Transceiver Dialog box, click Try It. After a moment you see a green
“Passed” next to the Try it button as shown below. In this case “Passed” means that this Attach
Optocoupler Transmitter instruction is active.

You may then click OK to exit the Optocoupler Transmitter instruction. On the next line in the instruction
editor, select and edit the corresponding Measure Optocoupler Receiver Advanced/Custom instruction.
With the Hi and Lo points and measurement parameters selected, click Try It. If the optocoupler passes
in both the on and off states, you should see the green Passed and the resultant voltage measurements.
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Attach Transformer Primary
Measure Transformer Secondary

You can use Attach Transformer Primary and Measure Transformer Secondary to test for the presence
and for the basic functionality of a transformer in the DUT. These commands cause the tester to apply a
controlled AC low voltage on the primary windings of transformer, and sense that the output AC voltage
on the secondary is correct according to the transformer specifications.
The Attach Transformer Primary is used to define which test points will source and sink the primary
windings of the transformer. You must therefore use this instruction before using the Measure
Transformer Secondary instruction. When using this Advanced/Custom instruction, the Attach
Transformer dialog box will allow you to select only certain test points referred to as CH2 Bus 1 points.
Likewise only test points referred to as CH2 Bus 2 test points can be used with the Measure Transformer
Secondary instruction. The Attach Transformer Primary dialog box is show below.

Bus 1 points in the Attach
Transformer Primary dialog box

Bus 1 and Bus 2 points are intermingled on the interface connectors of the CH2 in a checkerboard pattern
as shown in the diagram below.

Important when constructing fixturing to transformer points
When constructing fixturing ensure that wires from the transformer’s primary windings run to CH2 Bus 1
points. In a like manner make sure that both fixture wires from a transformer secondary windings run to
CH2 Bus 2 points. You can identify Bus 1 and Bus 2 test points using the Attach Transformer Primary
and Measure Transformer Secondary dialog boxes. You can then use Probe Points at the bottom of the
Test Program Editor to identify these Bus 1 and Bus 2 points on the ends of your fixturing wires.
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Measure Transformer Secondary Parameters
The Measure Transformer Secondary Parameters window is shown below.

Primary voltage – You may enter a voltage up to 10 volts. This voltage will be applied to the primary
windings to allow the measurement on the secondary windings.
Primary current – Generally you will want to use the maximum value of 10 milliamps as shown above to
make the transformer measurement. Using lower current may result in inconsistent measurement
results.
Delay Before Measurement – It is recommended to use a value of .1 milliseconds as shown above. This
will allow time for the secondary AC waveform to fully respond to the primary AC waveform.
Enable Measurement Low Limit / Enable Measurement High Limit – You must enable and set values for
one or both of these limits; otherwise the test instruction will not fail when a failing condition exists. Note
that these values can be either positive or negative. You can use the Try It button to help set an
appropriate limit or limits as described below.
Testing the transformer instructions
Once you have setup your transformer instructions and created your fixturing you can test the test setup.
At the bottom of the Attach Transformer Primary Dialog box, click Try It. After a moment you see a green
“Passed” next to the Try It button as shown below. In this case “Passed” means that this Attach
Transformer Primary instruction is active.

You may then click OK to exit the Attach Transformer Primary dialog box, however the Attach
Transformer Primary instruction will continue to be active. Select and edit the corresponding Measure
Transformer Secondary instruction. After selecting the measurement parameters and exiting the
parameters window, click Try It. If the transformer passes within the limits defined in the parameters, you
should see the green “Passed” and the resultant voltage measurement.
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Measure Diode Voltages

The Measure Diode Voltages Advanced/Custom instruction is almost identical to the Diode test
instruction, but it allows you to control the current used to test a diode. The Measure Diode Voltages
Advanced/Custom instruction first tests the forward bias of the diode applying the source current to the
anode and sinking the cathode to ground, to ensure the forward bias voltage drop is within specified
limits. The Advanced/Custom instruction then applies source current and sinks to the reverse bias and
likewise ensures the reverse bias voltage drop is within specified limits. The diode must pass in both the
forward and reverse bias for this Advanced/Custom instruction to pass. Note the Diode test instruction
allows you to measure diodes and zeners up 2.5 volts, whereas this test allows you to use up to 10 volts.

Measure Probed Resistance

Some points on the DUT may be easier to test using a probe rather than fixturing. This Advanced/Custom
instruction allows you to use the probe as an extra test point to verify a resistance measurement in the
DUT. The resistance will be measured through the probe and the DUT to a specified test point to which
the DUT is connected. If the correct specified test point is probed and its resistance is within the specified
high limit and low limit, this Advanced/Custom instruction will pass.
This command allows you to enter a threshold resistance. If a probed point has resistance higher than
the threshold resistance, the probed point is ignored. Therefore, make sure to set the threshold
resistance above the high resistance limit for the probed point. If the probed point has a resistance under
the threshold but outside the limits, the tester will display an error message indicating the high measured
resistance. If the probed point is under the threshold value, but not connected to the point specified in the
Advanced/Custom instruction, the tester will display a wrong point probed message.
Use the dwell time setting to give the person probing the assembly time to establish a solid contact
between the probe and the probed point in order to get an accurate and repeatable resistance
measurement. A dwell setting between 500 m seconds and 2 seconds is typical.
Note there are small resistances in the probe, the fixturing to the DUT, and their connection to the DUT.
If these resistances need to be removed from the resistance measurement, a more accurate resistance
measurement can be made using the Measure 4W Probed Resistance Advanced/Custom instruction.
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Set 4W Probe Point
Measure 4W Probed Resistance
Some points on the DUT may be easier to test using a probe rather than fixturing. When used together
these Advanced/Custom instructions allow you to verify very accurate 4-wire resistance measurements
from a 4-wire probed point on the DUT to another 4-wire point used as a probe. If the correct specified
test point is probed and its resistance is within the specified high limit and low limit, this
Advanced/Custom instruction will pass.
Rather than use the standard probe on the CH2 tester, using these Advanced/Custom instructions
requires that you use two test points to make a 4-wire probe. An additional two test points are required
for the other end of the probed DUT point. By using 4-wire connections to the DUT, all resistances
inherent in the probe and fixture can be excluded from the resistance measurement. The Diagram below
shows how we would setup to use these commands for a simple one wire cable.

Before using these Advanced/Custom instructions, you need to construct your 4-wire fixturing and attach
in the Easy-Wire software the 4-wire test points. By using the Set 4W Probe Point dialog box shown
below you identify a 4-wire test point for the probe. Note, only 4-wire test points will be displayed in this
dialog box.

Set 4W Probe Point dialog box
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In the Measure 4W Probed Resistance dialog box shown below, you can identify the 4-wire connection
for the specified test point of the resistance measurement. Note that a Set 4W Probe Point
Advanced/Custom instruction must precede one or more Measure 4W Probed Resistance
Advanced/Custom instructions in the instruction list.

Measure 4W Probed Resistance dialog box
If you click Edit Parameters in the above dialog box you will access the Measure 4W Probed Resistance
parameters dialog box shown below. In this dialog box you set the test limits and other parameters for
the test.
If the measured resistance is within the specified high limit and low limit, this Advanced/Custom
instruction will pass. If outside the limits, the Advanced/Custom instruction will fall. If the probed point on
the DUT is not connected to the specified point, the tester will display the wrong probed point probed
message.
This command allows you to enter a threshold resistance. If a probed point has resistance higher than
the threshold resistance, the probed point is ignored. Make sure to set the threshold resistance above
the high resistance limit for the probed point.
Use the dwell time setting to give the person probing the assembly time to establish a solid contact
between the probe and the probed point in order to get an accurate and repeatable resistance
measurement. A dwell setting between 500 m seconds and 2 seconds is typical.
Before constructing a 4-wire probe or fixturing, you may want to familiarize yourself with 4-wire fixturing
concepts such as those on the Cirris website or in the Easy-Wire help system.
If 4-wire accuracy is not needed, you may consider using the Measure 2W Probed Resistance
Advanced/Custom instruction.

Introduction to Isolation Testing

The LV and HV Isolation Advanced/Custom instruction give you complete control over when and how
isolation testing occurs in a test. These instructions allow the CH2 to emulate other test equipment in the
marketplace. Note that in normal operation the CH2 tester performs an automatic low voltage isolation
test. This happens after the last test instruction has completed but before the hipot test (if enabled)
begins. When using the Bulk Isolation Advanced/Custom instruction, the person programming the test
can turn off this automatic isolation test using the Disable Shorts Advanced/Custom instruction.
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Disable Shorts Test

When testing a DUT, the CH2 tester first uses low voltage to verify the existence of the connections listed
in the test program, and then automatically performs a low voltage isolation test called the shorts test.
This Advanced/Custom instruction can be placed anywhere in the test instruction list to turn off the
automatic shorts test. Typically, this is only done when the test programmer chooses to use the LV and
HV isolation tests to ensure isolation between critical test points.

Two Point LV Isolation Test

Two Point LV Isolation allows you to perform a low voltage isolation test between two points, each of
which may be part of larger nets. When this Advanced/Custom instruction is executed, the tester applies
the specified source current to one point (the Hi Point) at a voltage that will not exceed the compliance
voltage, which may be set between .25 and 10 volts. The tester sinks the other isolation point (the Low
Point) and floats all other test points. This Advanced/Custom instruction allows you to set the isolation
resistance (Minimum IR Resistance). If the measured resistance is greater than Minimum IR Resistance,
the Advanced/Custom instruction will pass. If measured resistance is less than Minimum IR Resistance,
the test will fail.
Note that the tester can perform LV isolation tests faster than it can HV isolation tests. Another
advantage is that the test voltage can be set low enough to ensure that any DUT circuitry is not damaged.
Note that setting a higher compliance voltage will allow the tester to sense higher isolation resistances
and with greater resolution.
Use Two Point HV Isolation Test if you need to perform an isolation test at voltages over 10 volts.

Two Point HV Isolation Test

The Two Point HV Isolation allows you to perform a high voltage isolation test between two test points,
each of which may be part of larger nets. The high voltage test consists of two parts – a Dielectric
Withstand Test (DW Test) and an Insulation Resistance Test (IR test). The DW test is performed first. In
this test the tester applies the selected DW Voltage (from 10 volts to the highest capability of the tester)
and monitors current flow. The specified sink point is sunk to ground. All other test points are floated.
Any spike in current flow above the DW Total or Real Current settings causes the DW test to fail. During
the IR test, the tester attempts to raise the source point to the selected IR Voltage, which must be equal
to or less than the DW Voltage setting. Again, the tester sinks the specified sink point to ground and
floats all other test points. Current flow into the source test point is measured as it relates to isolation
resistance (IR). If the measured resistance is lower than the minimum IR resistance setting, the test fails.
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The high voltage parameters for this Advanced/Custom instruction are identical to those set for the CH2
standard high voltage settings. For more information on these tests and their parameters see Insulation
Resistance Test (IR Test) and Dielectric Withstand Test (DW Test) in the help system.
Note that Try It will not be active until after the HV Parameters window has been accessed at least one
time. Clicking on Try it will immediately perform the DW and IR tests and return the IR resistance if the
high voltage test passes.

Bulk LV Isolation Test
Bulk LV Isolation Test with Search

The Bulk LV Isolation instruction allows you to perform a low voltage isolation test on a specified test
point with respect to a group of other test points (see Bulk Isolation Mode Below). The low voltage used
for the isolation test will not exceed the Compliance Voltage, which may be set between .25 and 10 volts.
The isolation resistance (Minimum IR Resistance) is specified. If the measured resistance is greater than
Minimum IR Resistance, the Advanced/Custom instruction will pass. If measured resistance is less than
Minimum IR Resistance, the test will fail. Using the dwell setting will cause the tester to apply the test
current to the test point, allowing the current to stabilize, before making the isolation measurement.
Note that the tester can perform LV isolation tests faster than it can HV isolation tests. Another
advantage is that the test voltage can be set low enough to ensure that any DUT circuitry is not damaged.
Setting a higher compliance voltage will allow the tester to see sense higher isolation resistances and
with greater resolution.
If you want the tester to locate the “failed to” test point, use the LV Bulk Isolation with Search
Advanced/Custom instruction. To test at higher isolation voltages above 10 volts see the
Advanced/Custom instructions, HV Bulk Isolation Test and HV Bulk Isolation Test with Search.
Bulk Isolation Mode
The Bulk Isolation Mode can be set as follows:
All
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all other test points in the test system.
Note that if All is selected, the test point must not be connected to any other test point (not be part of a
net), otherwise the Advanced/Custom instruction will fail. Therefore, use of All should be limited to
verifying that individual “non connected” test points are truly isolated.
Lower
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all test points with lower system point
numbers in the CH2 test system. For example, if this Advanced/Custom instruction were used for test
point 147, test point 147 would be tested relative to the test point 146, 145, 144, all the way down to test
point 1. Note if using Lower to check for the isolation of a net, it is important to specify the lowest system
point of the net. Otherwise this Advanced/Custom instruction will fail when other system points are found
connected to the specified test point.
Upper
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all test points with higher system point
numbers in the CH2 test system. If using Higher to check for the isolation of a net, it is important to
specify the highest system point of the net. Otherwise this Advanced/Custom instruction will fail when
other system points are found connected to the specified test point.
None
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested only relative to earth ground.
All but net
If other Advanced/Custom instructions connected the specified point with other points to form a net, the
specified test point is tested relative to all other system points outside the net. If the specified
Advanced/Custom instruction is not part of a net, the tester will test it relative to all other test points in the
test system.
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Bulk HV Isolation Test
Bulk HV Isolation Test with Search

The Bulk HV Isolation Advanced/Custom instruction allows you to perform a high voltage isolation test on
a specified test point. The high voltage test consists of two parts – a Dielectric Withstand Test (DW Test)
and an Insulation Resistance Test (IR test). The DW test is performed first. In this test the tester applies
the selected DW Voltage (from 10 volts to the highest capability of the tester) and monitors current flow.
Any spike in current flow above the DW Total or Real Current settings causes the DW test to fail. During
the IR test, the tester attempts to raise the source point to the selected IR Voltage, which must be equal
to or less than the DW Voltage setting. Current flow into the source test point is measured as it relates to
isolation resistance (IR). If the measured resistance is lower than the minimum IR resistance setting, the
test fails. During both the DW and IR tests the tester sinks to ground or floats other test points depending
on the Bulk Isolation Mode Setting described below.
The high voltage parameters for this Advanced/Custom instruction are identical to those set for the CH2
standard high voltage settings. For more information on these tests and their parameters see Insulation
Resistance Test (IR Test) and Dielectric Withstand Test (DW Test) in the help system.
Note that Try It will not be active until after the HV Parameters window has been accessed at least one
time. Clicking on Try it will immediately perform the DW and IR tests and return the IR resistance if the
high voltage tests passes.
with Search
If you want the tester to locate the “failed to” test point, use the HV Bulk Isolation with Search
Advanced/Custom instruction. To test at higher isolation voltages under 10 volts see the
Advanced/Custom instructions, LV Bulk Isolation Test and LV Bulk Isolation Test with Search.
Bulk Isolation Mode
The Bulk Isolation Mode can be set as follows:
All
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all other test points in the test system.
Note that if All is selected, the test point must not be connected to any other test point (not be part of a
net), otherwise the Advanced/Custom instruction will fail. Therefore, use of All should be limited to
verifying that individual “non connected” test points are truly isolated.
Lower
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all test points with lower system point
numbers in the CH2 test system. For example, if this Advanced/Custom instruction were used for test
point 147, test point 147 would be tested relative to the test point 146, 145, 144, all the way down to test
point 1. Note if using Lower to check for the isolation of a net, it is important to specify the lowest system
point of the net. Otherwise this Advanced/Custom instruction will fail when other system points are found
connected to the specified test point.
Upper
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested relative to all test points with higher system point
numbers in the CH2 test system. If using Higher to check for the isolation of a net, it is important to
specify the highest system point of the net. Otherwise this Advanced/Custom instruction will fail when
other system points are found connected to the specified test point.
None
The isolation of the specified test point will be tested only relative to earth ground.
All but net
If other Advanced/Custom instructions indicated that the specified point is part of a net, the specified test
point is tested relative to all other system points outside the net. If the specified Advanced/Custom
instruction is not part of a net, the tester will test it relative to all other test points in the test system.
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Keithley SourceMeter Advanced/Custom
Instructions
Specific Meter Settings
The following commands can be used by the Keithley 2400, 2410, 2430, 2450, and 6487 SourceMeters®.
However, all the meters in this line have different voltage sourcing, current sourcing and measurement
capabilities. These capabilities can be compared on the Keithley Series 2400 Source Meter document.
The CH2 Advanced/Custom instructions provide you with an interface to any of the meters in the Keithley
2400 source meter line. For this reason, the range of the Advanced/Custom instruction settings will be
limited depending on the specific Keithley 2400 series meter that is being used.

Operator Safety
The standard Cirris CH2 tester is designed to limit the amount of energy applied to a cable, providing a
measure of safety for test operators. However, when the CH2 tester is used with a Keithley SourceMeter,
potentially hazardous voltages may exist on the interfacing and DUT while the Keithley is operating. The
CH2 test system is used only as a switching matrix and as an interface for the Keithley meter. Any test
voltage over 42 volts can be lethal. High voltage (over 42 volts) can be fatal if the exposure period and
current levels are sufficiently high. In general, test equipment is considered safe only if the total shock an
operator can receive is less than 45 uC, total current is less than 5mA, and fault current is less than 10
mS.
Therefore, to ensure operator safety:
•
•
•
•

Read and follow all safety information associated with the Keithley Source meter.
Ensure voltage and current limits are set no higher than necessary.
Ensure the test duration is set no longer than needed.
Train and enable operators in safe testing procedures, including but not limited to the use of rubber
gloves, rubber floor mats, and palm switches.

Attach 2 Wire
Attach 4 Wire

Attach 2 Wire and Attach 4 Wire define the CH2 test points that will be used to communicate with the
Keithley SourceMeter, and the communication protocol that will be used in the communication. One or
both of these Advanced/Custom Instructions must be inserted in the test program before another Keithley
SourceMeter Advanced/Custom instruction is used. Some Keithley Advanced/Custom Instructions require
the Attach 2 Wire instruction, some require the 4 Wire, and one requires both. Therefore, inserting both
Attach 2 Wire and Attach 4 Wire at the beginning of a test program is a good practice, allowing you to use
any test instruction later in your test program. See Setting up Communication in the CH2 on page 16 for
more information on using this Advanced/Custom Instruction.
WARNING! If you are using the External Instrument Cable from Cirris (see page 7), include both
the 2-wire AND the 4-wire instructions to the test program. Add both instructions even if you are
not performing 4-wire testing. If the 4-wire instruction is not included, the hipot portion of the test
could damage your meter. For further questions or concerns, contact Cirris.
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Enable Faster Hipot

Before the CH2 tester applies hipot voltage to a DUT, the tester applies the hipot voltage internally and
measures any leakage current internal to the test system. This “internal hipot test” allows the tester null
out minor internal leakages due to humidity and dielectric absorption which could affect measurement
accuracy. When performing hipot with CH2 Advanced/Custom instructions, this internal hipot test will be
performed for the same time as the dwell (or Delay before Measurement) time that is specified in the hipot
test for the DUT
Enable Faster Hipot allows the tester to perform its internal hipot measurement once time when a first
hipot instruction is issued. Subsequent Advanced/Custom hipot commands using the same hipot
parameters will use the same internal system measurement. When Enable Faster Hipot is not used, the
system measurement is made for each hipot instruction.
When attempting to make extremely small current measurements a longer Delay before Measurement
period will increase measurement accuracy.

Hipot & Measure Current

Hipot and Measure Current allows you to specify a precision hipot voltage on one point. If the point is part
of a net, you should choose the point that is the head point of a net, meaning the first system point of the
net. Using the head point will ensure that the CH2 finds other points of the net and will raise these points
as when the specified point is raised to the hipot voltage. The CH2 will simultaneously sink all other nets
and test points to ground. After the Delay Before Measurement setting has expired, the CH2 will use the
Keithley meter to measure current flow into the hipotted net. You may enable and set both a high and low
limit for the measured current. You may also enable a manual range and specify the current range. (If
range is not specified, auto range will be enabled.)
For operator safety carefully set the Compliance Current and other test settings to minimize the electrical
energy in the test. See safety precautions at the beginning of this section. This Advanced/Custom
instruction must be preceded by both an Attach 2-wire and an Attach 4-wire test instruction.

NPLC

NPLC stands for number of power line cycles. In the US and other countries AC line frequencies are at 60
hertz meaning one power line cycle equates to 16.67 milliseconds. European and other countries use 50
hertz line power where one power line cycle equates to 20 milliseconds. The NPLC setting allows you to
set the measurement period (which occurs after the dwell period) in number of power line cycles. Long
cables, long fixturing, and measuring higher DUT resistances create more susceptibility to AC noise
affecting the measurement reading. Particularly in these circumstances specifying an NPLC value of at
least one or greater for test time will result in higher measurement stability and repeatability. The Keithley
SourceMeter will support an NPLC setting between 0.01 and 10.

Average

Average allows you to specify the number of measurements the tester will make on test points specified by
the Advanced/Custom instruction. Each measurement will be made for a period equal to the NPLC
setting. After making multiple measurements, the tester will then average them. The Average setting can
therefore be used with the NPLC setting to increase the measurement stability and repeatability when it is
needed. However, using higher Average and NPLC settings will result in longer test times, especially
when many connections are being tested.

Other Measurement Options
Disable measurement verification
•

By selecting this option, the test will end once a good measurement is found. This speeds up the
test. If not selected, the test will continue testing until several good measurements have been
taken.
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Disable background measurement for this instruction
•

By selecting this option, the tester will take the measurement from the last instruction and apply it
to the current instruction. This will lower the amount of time spent on testing. In the case that no
background measurement has been taken previously, it is assumed that the background current is
equal to zero. If this option is not selected, the instruction will perform a background measurement
for each instruction performed, increasing test time.

Isolate add on boxes (lower system capacitance and leakage current)
•

By selecting this option, the system will only interface with the main tester unit.

Hipot & Measure Resistance

Hipot and Measure Resistance performs an isolation test similar to the Hipot and Measure Current
instruction described above. However rather than specifying the isolation in terms of leakage current, you
to specify the test limits in terms of resistance.
For operator safety carefully set the Compliance Current and other test settings to minimize the electrical
energy in the test. See safety precautions at the beginning of this section. This Advanced/Custom
instruction must be preceded by both an Attach 2-wire and an Attach 4-wire test instruction.
See also NPLC and Average on page 36.

Source & Measure 2W Current

Source & Measure Current allows you to specify a precision source voltage, which will be applied to one
point, the Hi Point. When the test instruction is executed the specified Lo Point will be pulled to ground.
You can enable low and high current limits for leakage current between the Hi and Lo points. Current flow
outside limits will cause the test instruction to fail. Note that no other test points are sourced or sunk when
this test instruction is executed.
For operator safety carefully set the Compliance Current and other test settings to minimize the electrical
energy in the test. See safety precautions at the beginning of this section. This Advanced/Custom
instruction must be preceded by an Attach 2-wire test instruction.
An example where this Advanced/Custom test instruction could be useful would be to test transorb
leakage. Transorbs are electrical components that are used to protect sensitive electronics from voltage
spikes. When a particular threshold voltage is reached the transorb begins to conduct clamping the
voltage at the transorb voltage. To test a 10 volt transorb, you might use Source & Measure 2W Current
to apply a 9 volt voltage, and test for minimal current flow. You could then use a Source & Measure 2W
Voltage instruction to apply a specified current with sufficient compliance voltage (say 12 volts), to test
threshold voltage.
See also NPLC and Average on page 36.
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Source & Measure 2W Voltage

Source & Measure 2W Voltage allows you to source a precision current that will be applied to the specified
Hi point while the specified Lo point is pulled to ground. After the dwell time has elapsed, the voltage on
the Hi point will be measured. You can enable either a high or low voltage limit for the measurement. A
voltage measure outside these limits will cause the test to fail.
For operator safety carefully set the Compliance Voltage, Compliance Current, and other test settings to
minimize the electrical energy in the test. See safety precautions at the beginning of this section. This
Advanced/Custom instruction must be preceded by an Attach 2-wire test instruction.
This instruction could be used to measure transorb threshold voltage. See the example in Source &
Measure 2W Current above.
See also NPLC and Average on page 36.

Measure 2W Resistance

Source & Measure 2W Resistance allows the Keithley meter to make very accurate resistance
measurements between two points. The Keithley meter makes the resistance measurement between two
points by autoranging and applying current to a point and sensing voltage on another point. The voltage
and current are used to calculate the resistance. You are able to establish resistance limits for the test. A
measured resistance outside a limit will cause the test to fail. Entering Delay Before Measurement value
can be used to allow the reading to stabilize.
Entering a Tare value allows you to void the resistance in fixturing to the device under test. You can also
use the Measure 4W Resistance to accurately void fixturing resistance.
The Measure 2W Resistance instruction must be preceded by an Attach 2-wire test instruction.
See also NPLC and Average on page 36.

Measure 4W Resistance

Source & Measure 4W Resistance allows the Keithley meter to make extremely accurate resistance
measurements between two points. The Keithley meter makes the resistance measurement between the
two points by applying an autoranging current source and sensing voltage. The voltage and current are
used to calculate the resistance. You are able to establish resistance limits for this test instruction. A
measured resistance outside a limit will cause the test to fail. Entering Delay Before Measurement value
can be used to allow the reading to stabilize.
Entering a tare value allows you to void the resistance in fixturing beyond the point where the 4-wire
connection is made. See also the Measure 2W Resistance instruction above and NPLC and Average on
page 36.

User Defined 2-Wire Measure

User Defined 2-Wire Measure allows you to issue SCPI compliant commands to the Keithley meter to
create your own Advanced/Custom test instruction. Using these SCPI commands requires much technical
ability, practice, and patience. Refer to the Keithley SourceMeters® Manual for more information. See
also NPLC and Average on page 36.
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User Defined 4-Wire Measure

User Defined 4-Wire Measure allows you to issue SCPI compliant commands to the Keithley meter to
create your own Advanced/Custom test instruction. Using these SCPI commands requires much technical
ability, practice, and patience. Refer to the Keithley SourceMeters® Manual for more information. See
also NPLC and Average on page 36.

User Defined Hipot

User Defined 4-Wire Measure allows you to issue SCPI compliant commands to the Keithley meter to
create your own Advanced/Custom hipot test instruction. The head point (lowest system point) of a net
should be chosen for the hipot source pin. Other points will be sunk to ground. Using SCPI commands
requires much technical ability, practice, and patience. Refer to the Keithley SourceMeters® Manual for
more information. See also NPLC and Average on page 36.

Keithley Interlock Switch

Use the Keithley Interlock Switch to restrict voltages above 42 volts by controlling the state of output. The
Interlock Switch attaches to the back of the Keithley and can either be bought or built.
The interlock is connected to pins 8 and 9. To allow voltages to reach levels above 42 volts, the switch
contacts must be closed.
•
•

If the switch is closed, the output is allowed to go above 42 volts.
If the tester attempts voltages above 42 volts and the interlock is open, the test will result in an
error.

Interlock Switch Open: Test fails if attempting to
reach voltages above 42 volts.

Interlock Switch Closed: the output allows the
tester to reach voltages above 42 volts.

Pin 8

Pin 8

Pin 9

Pin 9
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Agilent LCR Meter Advanced/Custom
Instructions
General Considerations

The following Advanced/Custom Instructions can be used by the Agilent 4263B or E4980A LCR Meters to
make capacitance, inductance and resistance measurements. The LCR meter applies a sign wave to
make all these measurements. Although 4-wire fixturing is required to connect from the LCR meter to the
device under test, make fixturing from the LCR meter to the device under test as short as possible to
minimize parasitic capacitance that can affect measurement accuracy. Parasitic capacitance also exists in
the CH2 tester. Using as few of test points as possible in the CH2 chassis connected to the LCR Meter,
such as 160 or 320 points, will minimize this capacitance. Also calculate or experiment to choose a sine
wave frequency that gives the best results on your DUT. For more help on your specific test application,
consult with your Cirris support representative.

Attach 4 Wire

Attach 4 Wire defines the CH2 test points that will be used to communicate with the Agilent LCR Meter
and the communication protocol that will be used in the communication. This Advanced/Custom
Instruction must be inserted in the test program before any other Agilent LCR Meter Advanced/Custom
instruction is used. See Setting up Communication in the CH2 on page 16 for more information on using
this Advanced/Custom Instruction.

Measure 4W Capacitance

This Advanced/Custom Instruction allows you to accurately measure capacitance in the device under test.
A tare value may be entered to null out the effects of parasitic capacitance in the test. You can enable high
and low limits for the test measurement acceptance.
Note this Advanced/Custom Instruction must be preceded by the LCR meter’s Attach 4-wire
Advanced/Custom instruction. Remember all connections to the device under test must be 4-wire.

Measure 4W Inductance

This Advanced/Custom Instruction allows you to accurately measure inductance in the device under test.
A tare value may be entered to null out the effects of parasitic inductance in the test. You can enable high
and low limits for the test measurement acceptance.
Note this Advanced/Custom Instruction must be preceded by the LCR meter’s Attach 4-wire
Advanced/Custom instruction. Remember all connections to the device under test must be 4-wire.

Measure 4W Resistance

This Advanced/Custom Instruction allows you to accurately measure resistance in the device under test.
A tare value may be entered to null out the effects of parasitic resistance in the test, or to null the non 4wire segment of the fixturing. You can enable high and low limits.
Note this Advanced/Custom Instruction must be preceded by the LCR meter’s Attach 4-wire
Advanced/Custom instruction. Remember all connections to the device under test must be 4-wire.

User Defined 4W Measure

User Defined 4-Wire Measure allows you to issue SCPI compliant commands to the LCR meter to create
your own Advanced/Custom instruction. Using SCPI commands requires much technical ability, practice,
and patience. Refer to the LCR Meter Manual for more information.
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Power Supply Advanced/Custom
Instructions
General Considerations
Using the Power supply Advanced/Custom instructions allow you to use an Agilent E3645A power supply,
or any power supply that is SCPI compliant to provide variable voltages to your device under test. The
Cirris Energization Unit is used with the power supply and the CH2 tester to route the supply voltages to
the E points connected to your device under test. For more information on the setting up the Energization
Unit and building fixturing to the device under test, see the Energization Unit Manual and the Easy-Wire
help system.

AttachToEbox

AttachToEbox defines the communication protocol that the CH2 will use to communicate with your power
supply. This Advanced/Custom Instruction must be inserted in the test program before any Power Supply
Advanced/Custom instructions are used in the test program.

SetVoltage

SetVoltage defines the source voltage that the connected power supply will supply to the device under
test. While this Advanced/Custom instruction does not have a current limit setting, you may set the current
limits on the power supply itself. The Cirris Energization Unit limits current supplied to the DUT to 2 amps.
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